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Of all the kinds of dance around the world, 
it’s hard to imagine two types more  

different from one another than ballet and 
hip-hop. But which style would take top 

prize in a head-to-head competition? 

LET’S FIND OUT!
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BALLET
Ballet was created in Italy in the 1400s and quickly 
spread to France, where it was further refined. This 
formal style of dance has just five basic positions for 
the feet and arms. Because ballet is all about grace 
and technique, training to become a ballet dancer 
takes years of intense study. It also requires excel-
lent strength and muscle control to perform the 
precise movements without getting hurt—especially 
when dancing en pointe (on the tips of the toes). 
Ballets are highly choreographed, usually performed 
to classical music, and often tell a story.
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HIP-HOP
Hip-hop dance was born on the streets  
of large U.S. cities in the 1970s. It includes 
a wide range of styles, such as breaking, 
krumping, locking, and popping. Hip-hop 
dance is usually performed to hip-hop 
music and is often not choreographed, 
relying on the dancer to create his or her 
own free-style moves. Hip-hop dance is now 
practiced around the world and, because it 
encourages innovation and personal inter-
pretation, is an ever-evolving art form.
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THE WINNER?
The ballet dancer and the hip-hop dancer both 
earned high scores from the panel, but it was 
the country-western dancer who do-si-doed into 
the hearts of the judges, kicking the competition 
to the curb with her pointy cowgirl boots. Who 
invited her to this dance off, anyway?
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